Let D be a bounded domain in C". The invariant distance in D is given by
which induces the euclidean topology in £), and is invariant under biholomorphic mappings [6, 7] . We shall also consider the Bergman distance dD{p, q), p, q g D, defined as the greatest lower bound of the Bergman length of all piecewise C1 curves in D which join p and q. The Bergman length /ß(y) of y: [a, b] -* D is defined using the Bergman metric tensor
Namely y* ds2 = g(t)dt ® dt with g(t) > 0, and
The completeness of dD was investigated in [2, 3, 4] . In the present paper we shall prove the following results: This shows that the inner distance p*D induced by pD is the integrated form of the Bergman-differential-metric (up to the factor j). This implies pD < \dD; hence, pD completeness implies dD completeness, which was also shown in [2, 3] . (The question whether dD completeness implies pD completeness is to our knowledge still open.) The third theorem says in particular that pD is not an inner distance. Inequality (4) will be proved by contradiction. Assume that both sides in (4) are equal. This implies that the right side in (7) is the sum of right sides in (5) and (6) . We know that if both sides in Minkowski inequality are equal, then the relevant vectors are linearly dependent. Therefore the functions x", X^ Xw (and the corresponding evaluation functionals) are linearly dependent. This is clearly impossible (evaluation functionals on the space of polynomials are linearly independent). This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
The proof of Theorem 3 follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.
